Supporting Assessment with ILLiad, Ares, and Aeon
Welcome to our luncheon program. We’ll get started soon!

Exceed Expectations with Atlas Systems Library Solutions

ILLiad
ILLSiad resource sharing management

Ares
e-reserves software

Aeon
special collections & reading room management
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More than 1,300 libraries worldwide turn to Atlas solutions to exceed the expectations of their users.
We play nice together

Now there are even more reasons for ILLiad users to adopt Ares for e-reserves and Aeon for special collections management.

Save staff time with the synergy of workflow addons that work across all three Atlas products.

Improve research services by seamlessly processing ILL requests for special collections materials through ILLiad and Aeon in tandem.

Isn’t it nice to see our family of products playing nice together?

Visit www.atlas-sys.com to sign up for a demo.
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Interlibrary loan automation for the way you work

Empower library users with self-service ILL options

Library users can track the status of their requests every step of the way through the easy-to-use interface of ILLiad. Whether they are in the library, a remote library location or an office, users can monitor requests so they know when to expect delivery of needed items.
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Ares—The e-reserve system designed to work the way you work

• Easily accepts data from other systems
• Provides easy, flexible ways to manage, track, and pay copyright
• Mirrors ILLiad to facilitate cross-training
• Integrates with external e-learning systems such as Blackboard, Moodle and Desire2Learn (D2L)
• Unicode and NCIP compliant
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“Aeon gives us robust statistics about users and collections.”

“Aeon will reduce the appalling amount of paperwork associated with registering patrons and keeping track of collections used in Special Collections.”

“The ability to track who is using what materials provides valuable information for maintaining the security of the collections.”

“Aeon provides a chain of custody and the patron information we need to make data-driven decisions.”

Visit www.atlas-sys.com/aeon/ to see who’s using Aeon and to sign up for your demo.
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Visit us online www.atlas-sys.com
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Follow us online

www.twitter.com/atlassystems

www.facebook.com/atlassystems
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